motioh of the axis is about 47’ in 25,800 years. This
period, in spite of its enormous length, can not explain
the climatic variation of the past geolo ic periods,
except a mutual chan e of climate between t e northern
and southern hemisp eres. As re ards the displacement of the poles on the earth’s su ace, the amount of
the motion is, to-day, negligible.
Mr. Cordeiro tries to develop a theory of the displace,ment of the earth’s axis in the earliest time on the basis
of the moon’s tidal effect, and thus to explain the cause
of the glacial periods of the earth. A discussion of his
theory is beyond the limits of the present article.
Penduktion” theory.l-According to the “ pendulation” theory, the earth, besides its rotation on its axis,
is also swinging on an axis extending through the earth
from Sumatra to Ecuador with an amplitude of from
30° to 40’.
Each swbg corres onds to a geological
eriod. In the aleozoic
(P the motion brought
Europe northwart! and reac ed in the Permean
first glacial period. During the Mesozoic per;%:
swing changed southward and Euro e reached the
Cretaceous period with subtropical &mate. In the
Tertiary, the swing was again toward the north until the
Diluvian, when the second glacial period occurred.
Since then the swing changed toward the south, etc. It
is not the a i p of the present article to o into the details
of the theory, but it is necessary to ad that it does not
explain full the climatic changes during the different
periods, an in the different parts of the earth’s surface.
Other theories.-Besides the above-described theories,
a number of different ex lanations also have been proposed. Arrhenius and ot ers believe that the percentage
of carbon dioxide of the earth’s atmosphere has been
different in the different periods. Others also tried to
attribute the climatic changes to cosmic causes such as
the change of the eccentricit of the earth’s orbit, and
others to volcanic action, to t e dislocation of strata and
to the distribution of the seas. In fact, no one of all
these theories can offer a full explanation of the climatic
changes.’
Conclwion.-It is believed to be beyond any doubt
that the cause of the climatic changes in the different
periods is not a sin le one and that these chancres are a
compound effect of a great many factors. h e fact
that no one of the above-mentioned theories can explain
fully the climatic changes docs not mean that all t,hese
theories are entirely wrong. It is very probable that
several of the above reasons have contributed to a certain
extent.’ It seems that, in trying to find the solution of
this enigma, the best thing to do is to combine the
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possibilities instead of attributing the phenomenon to
certain entirely isolated reasons.
THE FREEZING OF PEACH BUDS.’
By EARL5. JOHNSTON,
PH.D.
[Author’s abstract.]
[University of Maryland, College Park,Md., April, 1SZl.l

It is very desirable that some physical measurement of
the hardiness of fruit buds be worked out before the
relationship between various environmental conditions
and the loss of fruit due to spring freezes can be determined definite1 . Some experiments carried on at the
University of d r y l a n d Agncultural Experiment Station
during the early part of the present year (January to
March, 1921) indicate an increase in the tenderness of
peach burls with the approach of s ring. B means of a
portable galvanometer and a nee le-type t errnocouple
inserted in the bud which was then exposed to low temperature (about 7’ F.) the freezing point of the sap
within the bud could ver easily be determined. Other
data obtained indicate t i a t wet buds freeze at higher
temperature than dry buds. A period of cold weather
immediately following ti rain is- thus apparently more
dangerous to a peach orchard than cold weather alone.
The accompanying table illustrates the change in resistance offered by peach buds of the Elberta variety to
low temperatures.
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Avernge detpr.ni:ina&ioium u d e p m the laterdfrrtit buds of Elberta pmrh
given a n degreea Fahrenheit.

1

Jan.

Dateofe’periment.~.~~
21.

__________

Temperature
crystalsformed
at which ice

-

Jan.
aS.

Feb.
12.

Feb.

Mar. Mar. Mar.

Feb.

18.

25.

5.

11.

17.81 19.21 17-81 l a 1 1 18.51 19.01 19.41

.._...21.0

Freezingpdntofsap

I I I I 1 I I
a 3

22.1
I

21.6

2a8

21.6
I

I

24.3
24.8

24.4
L
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In thc discussion of Dr. Johnston’s paper, Dr. A. D.
Ho kins mentioned an unusual feature in connection
wit the damage to foliage in the freeze of March 29,
1921. On some Ginkgo, mulberry, and even some apple
trees there were whole branches on which the leaves and
flowers suffered no damage whatever, while all the green
arts on the other branches of the same trees were
klled. Dr. Ho kins marked these with copper tags,
in order to see i in future springs when freezes occurred
the same branches showed corresponding hardiness.
If they do, as seems likely, it would a pear advisable
t o grow cuttings from these hardy branc es and in that
way develop a frost-resistant tree. This would be of
great value in fruit raising.
Pre~entedbefore American Meteorological Society, Washtngton, D. C., Apr. aO,l92l,
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